NEWSLETTER – Covid – 19
Part IV – March 2021
MARCH OUT OF LOCKDOWN
8th MARCH 2021
A word from the Chairman
So – now we know!
We had intended sending out the
Newsletter after the half term
holidays but decided to wait until
after February 22nd in the hope that
the announcement on that day would
enable us to stay fully up to date.
All schools to return to their full
capacity from Monday March 8th.
The initial reports have now been confirmed and now schools have
two weeks to make the arrangements to move towards some form of
normality. The DfE have made available a 67-page guidance, covering
all aspects of this process which schools are expected to follow, along
with dealing with the practicalities which re-opening will bring.
The need to complete this Newsletter means that some of the finer
details may not become clearer until nearer March 8 so we will try to
communicate any further information we receive via other methods.
Given the perception that pupils will need to ‘catch up’ we will be
sending out a fifth, and we hope final, questionnaire in late April,
seeing how colleagues are planning and delivering any changes to
their curriculum provision.
As ever, we are grateful to all colleagues who have taken the time to
respond, and thus enable this Newsletter to give voice to all your
experiences during this pandemic. Reading your words and talking to
many of you via our Zoom sessions, highlights the fantastic work that
has been undertaken in small schools across the country. As

mentioned before, we circulate copies of the Newsletter to an ever-increasing audience to
promote the value of small schools to their pupils and their communities
Two other future events to tell you of:
Zoom meetings: you will already have received
information about the events in early March, but we
intend to use this method of communication more
fully over the next few months.
Please keep watch for email information
‘Small Schools, big issues’: An online conference on
Tuesday June 15
from 4.00pm – 6.00pm
Details of the programme and information about
registration will be sent to you after Easter.
Once again may we wish you well for the rest of the
term.
Take Care and Stay Safe
Neil

The Questions:
1. How were you able to use the experiences from the previous lockdowns to help
you prepare for this one?
All the responses indicated that the experiences from the previous lockdowns had been of
great value.
The risk assessment was already in place and had been updated frequently. I was aware of
the space available and how best to use it to meet the needs of the community within the
remits of being as safe as possible.
We have kept to the same regime as we had lots of positive comments from parents that it
met their needs and suited their work timetables.
Information had been gleaned from parents and this allowed for a rapid turnaround once
the decision had been taken by central government.
We had carried out some parent questionnaires and so we knew a little more about what
would work at home - we had some packs prepared and had held some workshops with
parents when school was open to support.
Home-learning was already up and running and Microsoft teams has been invaluable. All the
children had already been set up on this and because we put the Christmas productions on Teams,
most parents had already checked they knew how to access it.
We had a better remote offer through looking at what worked well previously and focussing on
developing these aspects further.

Indeed, for one school their experiences both from the first lockdown and since that time had proved
invaluable:
After the last lockdown and various bubble closures since September, our transition from School
Learning to Remote Learning was seamless and the majority of children were online and learning by
1pm the next day after the Prime Ministers announcement on the Monday.
We had also experienced bubbles bursting and staff and children isolating so we were able to use that
knowledge in terms of informing parents.
The provision of the necessary laptops and other IT equipment had also been enhanced but so had
the requirements from DfE. This often required changes to the utilisation of staff:
Systems were already in place with rotas etc. and we chose to keep teachers at home to ensure a
continuation of remote learning for all, using other staff for KWV group.
Many schools had already identified specific areas and individuals for support:
I think we were ready for the key worker issue. We were ready and knew which families were likely to
need support. We had already put aside some laptops and were ready for that.
Although the enhanced number of the designated as ‘key workers’ did create some different issues:
We had fewer children in school last time and now we have every class open which means staff are
having to provide remote learning for children at home and support for those in school. This has made
it much harder for the staff team.
One school indicated that they were:
-

much better at using the internet now
much more aware of useful online resources
parents’ expectations have been managed

whilst another had:
we had undertaken several practice runs with the remote learning in the autumn term, so although
there was work to do given the short notice, the staff were quick to rise to the challenge.
For all responders the common thread is summed up thus:
Although it was a quick turn-around, we were far more prepared this time than before.

2.

What different challenges did you have to face this time?

Despite the recognition that they were better prepared, the most significant challenge that heads
found in this lockdown was the change in interpretation in the definition of key workers. Most
schools found a significant increase in the numbers of children attending school this time round.

An increase in number of families claiming Key Worker status.
We now have far more children in (approximately 66%)
More children in, more parents wanting their children to be in, more people falling into the
critical worker category.

We’ve had a huge increase in families who require the Key Worker support and numbers of children in
school have tripled since lockdown 1.
Many heads indicated that the increase in numbers had created significant difficulties from
organisational issues:
We have staff on a rota, in two teams, each team split into two bubbles. In one week, working remotely
the following week.
Classes are working in four bubbles (Reception, Y1/2, Y3/4, Y5/6). So that they don’t mix, staff are
covering their own lunch duties. This, together with providing home-learning, means that things are
very busy.
Now we have one bubble with a teacher and two assistants which varies in size from 8 – 14 and includes
children from YR – 6.
And a recognition that the situation differed from 2020 as:
The infection rate is higher, so more chance of a bubble going down.
On average one or two children each week are having to self-isolate due to a positive case in their
family bubble.
When dealing with parents, difficult decisions often had to be made:
Due to the huge number of KS2 bubble children requesting place in our setting, from the ONSET we
have asked our parents to send their children part time when they need to if they can.
To keep ratios and safety as a priority, Governors and HT had to limit numbers to both parents being
key workers - and ask for the parent at home to keep their child with them.
Which in turn created tensions due to the high level of parental expectation that their child would
be able to go to school:
The increased expectation in what we had to provide for remote learning was a challenge for both
school and probably more so for parents.

It has been very hard to manage the expectations of parents who are home learning and provide for
children in school whilst maintain social distancing bubbles.
And this in its turn had occasionally spilled over into anger at the school:
Our biggest challenges have been with a minority of parents whose mental health is suffering more than
usual and this results in an increased amount of negative feedback (email rants!) about how they can’t
cope and need more support. They feel the injustice of everything, from having their children at home
with siblings; not having their emails/phone – calls responded to quickly enough (we are busy
keyworkers too); not wanting to home school at all and not accepting the KW criteria.
With:
As a result, staff and HT at the school bore the brunt of their frustrations and anger.
Parents seem less understanding this time and more stressed themselves as well. Since most other
agencies are working from home we are very often the only point of contact.
Parents taking out their frustrations with the whole situation on us as we are the only people in
‘authority’ they can vent their spleen at.
One response highlighted this issue very clearly:
The challenge of focus is on education this time rather than care.
And there was also concern over the problems faced when trying to provide remote learning in
isolated locations:
Being so small and rural means that any online lessons have to be conducted at the homes of staff.
School broadband is erratic and cannot function with more than a class online at any one time.
And also at the well-being of staff:
Also the staff have already done one lockdown. This time in one way they are prepared but also, they
are more tired and worn out with the limitations of another national lockdown. They don’t have the
break at the weekends to be free to socialise, relax with friends, exercise etc. This takes a toll on their
well-being. So managing their mental wellbeing is a real challenge.
So, whilst there was a recognition amongst heads at the nature of the challenge of another
undetermined length of lockdown (as opposed to the four-week period in October/November) there
was still a level of surprise and annoyance at the changed nature of the challenges faced from January
5th.
Perhaps the following response summed up the thoughts of many in the differences between this
time and a similar stage in 2020.
Expectations and morale. It didn’t feel like March -people are wearier, and there is no (currently) end
in sight.

3.
How helpful has the DfE guidance been on preparing for Lockdown 3 both in
general and for FSM in particular?
It will surprise no one that the responses to this question were hardly 100% favourable! And they
covered a wide range from:

The complete lack of time to be ready and communicate plans with parents. To be told on
Sunday/Monday you’re ‘safe’ and expected to open. To then be told Monday evening – oops we got it
wrong and you need to close, but re-open tomorrow to smaller numbers – complete and utter farce and
displayed disregard and possible contempt for everything that is involved in running a school:
Government guidance arrived late or after important decisions had already had to be made.
Either via a brief comment:
Not specific enough.
Not really helpful.
The Governments criteria is vague and open to lots of interpretation.
Not terribly helpful! Overly wordy, often repetitive and ever changing!
And didn’t appear to have improved over time:
No more helpful than last time. Late, unclear, constantly changing and shared with media before
schools – same old, same old!

A system which put pressure on schools due to the manner in which announcements were made:
Laughable! Information is late and often comes via the news and media rather than the DfE. Often
information is sent out over a weekend with the expectations from government/media and parents that
it will be ready for the Monday.
Releasing guidance days after the lockdown is announced and even then, having no direction of FSM
apart from to say there will be guidance – it is all beyond frustrating.
The FSM guidance (or lack of it) also created problems:
We have done what we felt appropriate in terms of FSM, we did parcel what we made up ourselves. We
moved to vouchers only once the system was well established. My SBM logs onto EdenRed late on in the
day rather than in the morning. We have organised that the vouchers for all three of our schools are
issued on different days so we can field the issues a few at a time. Again with FSM – we ordered vouchers
straight away and already have the County allocated money ready for half term.
We sorted our FSM last time so had already done it this time.
Information very late and often conflicting, websites not working, time delays in getting information to
parents, parental pressure as their financial circumstances have changed, good that HTs able to identify
further vulnerable families which received vouchers over the Christmas holidays, but will this continue
after Easter?
But FSM issues continued to create problems due to
their haphazard nature and didn’t seem to allow for
school using their own systems:
Other guidance has been frustrating for example, one
minute HTs were told to support current food
providers and then a week or so later, we are being
encouraged to use a voucher scheme. This caused
great upset and unrest amongst parents of children in
receipt of FSM, they wanted vouchers but as HT, I had
committed to our food provider and as a small, family
run, local business, they needed the support more than
large supermarket chains. The quality of our FSM
boxes is high but parents wanted the ease of buying
from a supermarket but then of course, we can’t
guarantee the quality of food being purchased and
consumed by our children.
There were also concerns about the action of the
Education Secretary:
The DfE and Gavin Williamson, in my opinion, have
used the media to discredit our profession and put
schools at odds with public perception.
The complete lack of guidance and notice followed by
a threat for parents to report schools to Ofsted shows
a complete lack of understanding as to what is
actually happening in schools.

Many people will leave teaching and headship when this is over – they won’t do it now because they care for
the children and their schools but it will happen because it has been shown how we are viewed by those who
should be championing us – DfE.
On top of negativity from press and minorities of parents, it then does not help when Gavin Williamson asks
parents to ‘report’ schools who aren’t providing adequate remote learning!
The constant threats from Ofsted and Gavin Williamson is not helping support schools and putting additional
pressures where they are not necessary. Somewhere located in every piece of guidance is the caveat ‘that it is
the discretion of the HT (or words to that effect!) which allows the ‘blame game’ to start with HTs in the
firing line.
For many schools the advice was usually too late:
We are just used to getting on and doing things now, that said, they seem to be a little more organised than
last time but that would not be too difficult. We sorted our FSM last time so had already done it this time.

To be honest we don’t take a lot of notice of the DfE guidance. As it’s usually so late, we have already
organised everything before they get around to sending it out!
And schools were just doing their own thing with an important proviso:
I suppose it is the experience of knowing that we will receive little or no notice of the DfE’s intentions
etc. and this means that we are getting better at planning for the ‘just in case’ scenarios. This does not
make for a good work life balance at all however.
But for many the following observation:
Helpful and DfE Guidance in the same sentence! No.
seemed to be the prevailing thought.

4.
How have you been able to open/extend learning opportunities both remotely
and within school? Has this meant changes to the curriculum/timetable etc.?
This has resulted in some changes both to the curriculum, timetables and the methods of teaching:
Yes, we have changed the timetable. We have a blended approach. We offer a core home learning
offer based on oak academy. This is enhanced by teacher made video lessons and demos. We also offer
live story times and some small group live intervention. We have shared videos made for phonics by
my staff across all three schools.
We have made some changes to the curriculum so that we can focus on retrieval practice and
embedding prior learning rather than trying to teach new material remotely.
We’ve made a few curriculum changes and the teachers have adapted their approaches over the
time. Teachers are available 9-3pm online and they teach various sessions each day.
However, we have reorganised afternoons slightly, keeping upper and lower juniors separate,
reception and Y1/2 separate (they usually go back together as one class in the afternoon).
And there were signs that teaching staff were becoming more skilful in their use of the technology:
French teacher has a you-tube, staff use google classroom – new skills and ways of working but we are
getting there.
Even though this did result in extra work:
We have transitioned over to using class dojo, which we already utilised as part of our behaviour
policy. This has a portfolio area where work can be uploaded by staff, the children can work online or
on paper (we recommend a combination) and they can upload and send through their completed tasks
using a variety of media (photos, videos, written, annotated etc.). In order to make it all manageable,
we have returned to Maths, English and ‘topic’ each week, which alternated and includes science,
geography, history, art, RE etc. Each class teacher is receiving 150 – 200 pieces of work a day to
approve/comment upon.
And the differences between the long lockdown in 2020 and the current situation was noted:
We used our school website last time and provided paper packs initially to all children. We then
adopted the ‘do what you can when you can, but ensure you continue to keep up the basics whenever
possible ’Most of our families did little bits, but not lots, but all children returned safe and happy. This
time, due to the demands that government are placing on schools to translate to parents (3/4 hours
of curriculum a day), this has caused a shift.
There were some concerns about the length of time that pupils were spending online or in front of
screens and adaptations were made.
We were concerned that children were spending too much time in front of a screen so the project day
includes modelling, painting, drawing, baking etc. We are providing a full curriculum but we have
introduced screen free times as we were worried that children were spending far too much time in
front of their computers.
We are considering a ‘Wellness Wednesday’ approach to give children time away from the screen but
also the opportunity for adults to get outdoors more with their children, which is core to our Farm 2
Fork/Outdoor Learning curriculum.

We have a project day so that the children have a day (Thursday) where they are working on a longterm project. This is also done in school on Thursday.
Friday, we offer a choice. There are a range of activities, some online, some non-screen based, some
family based. The children are asked to complete one hour of online learning apps and then four
activities from either side of the list. Again this is mimicked in school.
Yes, we have made changes but only small ones. Continual honing. We’ve introduced a be active on
Friday.
Tuesdays are outdoor and active days – no screens at all, Fridays from 10.30 are feel good days where
the children do something fun or learn a new skill etc., again, no screens necessary.
Trying not to be screen time all the time, so cooking and DT as well as science experiments and outdoor
learning.
There were however some subtle changes which were perhaps more unexpected:
Surprisingly, some of our vulnerable families have found some respite in lockdown and life is calmer
for them – especially those trying to get older siblings into taxis to special schools and younger children
in to us. That’s why we can’t keep opening and closing and plenty of notice needs to be given, else it
disrupts these children and it takes them a long time to settle – whether at home or school.
And perhaps the most interesting and heartfelt comment which summed up the whole of lockdown:
All teaching staff are in school for their full contracted hours teaching pupils in front of them as well
as setting, delivering and marking remote learning. Staff have been amazing. Parents supportive and
are doing their best. DfE completely ignorant of what is actually possible for young children, their
families and staff – but then I’m not surprised.

5.
What benefits/learning/developments have you been able to recognise or
acknowledge from the Lockdown experiences?
Whilst the prevailing mood from this and other Newsletters has been of the difficulties being faced
within schools, it has to be recognised that there have been some benefits which need to be
acknowledged.
The link to parents and the impact upon pupils featured heavily here:
Continued close relationships with families.
I think getting parents involved in learning has got to be a good thing.
Conversations with parents are more productive rather than being about trivia.
Parent’s evening – worked much better for staff, 5 minute slots, timed, only 4 sets of parents in school
at any one time etc. – worked much better, was more productive and focused. Phone calls for those
who did not want to come into school worked well too.
Although there are children who will have fallen behind, many children are improving or speeding
ahead and their parents now really know, in partnership with us, what their targets are. Whereas
before they mostly left everything to us and got on with their jobs. Our next virtual parents’ evening
will be us asking them how their children are doing!
The stricter rules relating to entry into school had benefits too:
No parents on site in the mornings – the children settle much better, they are more independent, there
are far fewer tears and issues etc.
With the result that:
Many children have become more independent learners.
SEN children did well in school during lockdown (lots of independence gained and confidence).
And acted as a ‘wake-up call’ for some parents:
Parents have realised that schools are not responsible for raising their child and teaching them how
to hold a knife and fork, how to use good manners, how to ensure they get outside etc. – they have
realised that some of this is parenting.
But at the same time there were concerns expressed about when the lockdown ended and the
children returned to school.
Children previously were not as badly impacted as we thought they would be. This time around due
to the pressures parents feel they are under, not from us, children and parents are struggling to
complete the work each day. We have needed to adapt our phraseology to them, it. It is now, ‘this is
the government expectations, but do what you can when you can’. We are concerned about how they
will return to us this time around.
The value in the increased and more effective use of the technology available was seen as a major
benefit:
Improvement in IT skills.

Being one simple comment which, was expanded by other colleagues into future opportunities to
many problems:
Remote learning up and running can be used for children in the future, e.g., if they have to be away
from school due to a broken leg etc., they can still access learning!
The use of virtual/IT has expanded incredibly and some of that will translate into using it mor when
they come back and snow days have gone now, as we will just switch to remote learning! (Well maybe
give them something in the morning, then say play outside!).
There have been many benefits from everyone’s tech ability being ‘forced to the front’ and
meeting/CPD for example, being moved online. Meeting can be far more succinct and they free-up
time, that would normally been spent on travel/venue hire. It’s great to meet colleagues face to face,
but there should remain opportunities for online meetings also moving forwards.
Heads were quick to give credit to the work of their staff:
Staff team work has been amazing.
And also:
It has made us think very creatively about teacher workload, how we can use the tools we have to save
time and meet virtually etc. However, it has made us realise just how important face to face
communication is between staff and how much we rely on each other, particularly when someone is
struggling or has just had a hard day in the classroom. When we are allowed to be together in real
life again we need to celebrate the gift of each other. We do it online but it is not the same!
The school has always focused on well-being and it is a strength of the school, however it is even more
important that we have managed to keep our staff safe and well, as well as the children.

6.

Any other comments?

‘if you can only be one thing, then BE KIND’.
The items highlighted below are not confined to responses to this question but have been gleaned
from those which appeared across the full range of replies. This was because many heads,
rightfully, took the opportunity afforded by the questionnaire to raise concerns about a full range
of areas and which could impact upon the longer-term future of their staff and school.
Staffing the school is okay at the moment but the long-term impact on teaching staff will come later
and I predict there will be a lot of anxiety until we are all vaccinated.
I have massive concerns for staff mental health and well-being. Juggling two schools (remote and
Critical worker provision), is not easy. They are hardworking and conscientious and want to ensure
they are offering support to their parents and families. But some days there just isn’t enough of us.
Teachers are sociable beings, and went into the profession to meet and greet children and make a
difference to their lives with their dynamic and inspirational teaching. It is so difficult to achieve this
in the same way, remotely.
I’ve never known a year like it and the mental health of staff is a worry – we are being asked to do a
great deal more than we were already asked to do.
It was a common thread across all the responses.
The specific role of the head of a small school was also highlighted:
We have the same accountability and pressures as much larger schools, but of course we have limited
staff numbers and far fewer members of SLT to help support the HT (if any SLT).
Government guidance for online learning does not take into account rural schools and the challenges
they face. We do not have enough staff to cover online learning. The majority of our parents are key
workers and are juggling work/home learning so need a flexible timetable.
Very concerned about the long-term well-being of HTs as we are working beyond the usual additional
hours. Subliminally the stress is getting higher with the ongoing government leaks and the
expectations of the press/public.
As a leader of three small rural schools this is without doubt the hardest time we have ever had to
manage. The ever-changing directive from the government, constant changes of policy has been hard
to bear at times.
The lack of external support was also mentioned:
When your support services e.g. HR and H&S are all ”working from home” and you are on the front
line you can feel very unsupported. That is hard especially when they don’t get back to you.
Lots of work, as usual, falls to just a few, and it is a worry that burn out is fast approaching and a
system in crisis is further being burdened. On top of negativity from press and minorities of parents.

HTs are constantly being pressurised to take more children, take on more family issues, take on more
social work, take on more mental well-being concerns, take on more responsibility for not only
vulnerable families, but also the average who have been severely affected by the pandemic.
Some parents view us as nothing more than child care.
Profession has taken a real bashing in the media – unfairly so.
Many people will leave teaching and headship when this is over – they won’t do it now because they
care for the children and their schools but it will happen because it has been shown how we are viewed
by those who should be championing us – DfE.
Some children have really missed the social interaction.
For some, however there had been an opportunity to reflect on the experiences since March 2020
and begin to focus upon what is really important in primary education.
Now is the ideal time to look at assessment, especially in primary schools, and realise that what we
have had is not necessary, that we actually do know our children and can provide what they need.
The high stakes accountability with external testing is not needed and they could reform this – I hope
they do but I fear they won’t.
And to close:
Thank you, NASS for all of your endless support and encouragement – it means a lot to know you are
there and rooting for us.

A Scottish perspective on Free School Meals
NASS is represented on the School Food Planning Alliance, and organisation which, as the name
suggests, is committed to ensuring that high quality school meals are the norm for all pupils.
Information gleaned from previous Corvid-19 Newsletters formed the basis of a brief presentation
by NASS at a meeting of the Group in October
At the meeting in January, a presentation was given by Jayne Jones, a colleague, from Scotland who
was able to indicate how school meals in her area, Argyll and Bute, had been affected by the
pandemic. A conversation revealed a large number of small schools in the area and Jayne agreed
to provide a brief description of her work with them.

Catering in a Covid World: an Argyll and Bute Perspective
Life in Argyll and Bute comes with many benefits and privileges, one of which is the number of very
small, rural schools we have supporting our remote communities all across the Council area. Being
the second largest area in Scotland, and with 29 inhabited islands, providing catering services and
getting food to pupils can be challenging at the best of times, but during the pandemic our staff have
gone over and above to make sure that our children and young people remain well fed and nurtured.
We have 74 Primary Schools, 10 Secondary Schools, 56 Early Years and one special School: of our
Primary Schools 49% have a school roll of less than 30 pupils. Most of those schools have their own
catering freshly cooked by a catering manager on site, including on our islands, we do have 14 schools
who have meals cooked nearby in another school and transported in, freshly cooked, each day.
Of course, this style of provision
brings with it some challenges
around staff resilience, sickness
cover and recruitment, and it costs
more to provide that service, when
pupils rolls are so low. But it also
has lots of benefits: food tends to
play a bigger part in the school
day, and is often more integrated
as a learning activity for pupils.
Staff are usually always part of the
local community and fully
invested in the school and its
ethos, and are considered a key
part of the school team. It also
allows us to do more local food
and drink procurement: we
support Food for Life Served
support many local suppliers, and our primary schools hold the Soilwe
Association
Here Accreditation.
The pandemic, and the initial lockdown hit our small communities particularly hard, with access to
food and drink from retailers becoming incredibly challenging, and we spent last spring and summer
providing firstly hot meals to doorsteps of our pupils, and latterly food parcel deliveries – not just dried
goods, but parcels of fresh, local produce including local biscuits, fresh seasonal fruit and veg, local
cheese and eggs.

As schools began to reopen last autumn, we all had to learn to live with the pandemic challenges: our
small school kitchens fared better during that time. Small rolls means one or two staff members in
kitchens, so social distancing was a little less challenging than it was elsewhere. in our very small
schools, use of teaching and learning space is already flexible, and in-class dining is often the normal
way of having lunch, so it was easier for us to learn from that and replicate it elsewhere across the
area. We also found that in many places, lunch service was very close to normal, with learning bubbles
fitting well around dining tables. Christmas did, of course, remain an important fixture in our diaries,
and I'm pleased to say that our children all enjoyed lovely festive lunches as usual this year.
Now that online learning is the norm as we move into early spring, the higher prevalence of public
sector key workers in our communities means we have slightly higher than average pupils in schools,
able to continue to enjoy their school meals. We are looking forward to welcoming our early years
children and Primary 1 - 3 classes back soon, and our teams are looking forward to ensuring that those
hot, nutritious and sustainable school meals are provided to their pupils right away.
Our services have never stopped: lockdown has had to change how our services were delivered, but the
important focus for our staff remains on developing our plans with the welfare of our children and
young people at the heart of that planning. We hope others can, perhaps, learn from our experiences,
and we'll be in a better position for tackling any future pandemics or emergency situations.

After Lockdown
There has been much debate about the perceived problems of pupils needing to ‘catch up’ on their
‘lost’ learning. Articles in the national press and in other areas of the media have offered a wide
range of solutions. Extended school days, reducing the holiday periods alongside the national
provision of tutors to help those in most need are some of the strategies outlined. The recent
appointment of Sir Kevan Collins as ‘catch up tsar’ along with programmes developed by the DfE
highlight the importance the government places on both re-opening schools and the focus on
learning.
However, alongside this strategy has come a parallel focus upon the mental health and well-being
of pupils in order to help them overcome the stress of the upheavals of the past twelve months and
isolation during lockdown.
A recent contribution to this debate, initially appearing in the Guardian but later covered by other
newspapers brought a new slant to the debate. Entitled ‘Call for ‘summer of play’ to help English
pupils recover from Covid stress’, the article appeared on Saturday February 13th and indicated that
‘children should be having fun with friends instead of extra lessons.’ With contributions from
leading academics who formed PlayFirstUK, their suggestion was that “This spring and summer
should not be filled with extra lessons. Children, teachers and parents need time and space to
recover from the stress that the past year has placed on them. As part of a wider recovery process,
children should be encouraged and supported to spend time outdoors, playing with other children
and being physically active. Where it is needed, evidence-based metal health support must be made
available.” This is not an either-or decision. “Social connection and play offer myriad learning
opportunities and are positively associated with children’s academic attainment and literacy.”
From the responses to the questions sent to schools since the start of the pandemic, the
overwhelming view has been that the mental health of pupils was paramount, and that learning

was not to be seen as being ‘lost’ but becoming more varied. Indeed, responses received from the
first Covid 19 Newsletter showed this clearly:
So, what we would like you to do is have some fun when you are learning even though it might look a
little different. We want you to keep on being THINKERS, CREATORS, INVENTORS, ARTISTS,
IMAGINEERS, MATHEMATICIANS, SINGERS, MUSICIANS, ENGINEERS, CRAFTSPEOPLE, HISTORIANS,
GEOGRAPHERS, SCIENTISTS, COOKS, COLLECTORS, GARDENERS, WRITERS, READERS and all-round
GOOD EGGS (IT IS NEARLY EASTER!).
Whilst a heartfelt plea from one school was focussed upon well-being rather than academic
achievements:
‘I am delivering the message to parents that the most important thing when we are through the other
side of this situation is for all our children, families and staff to return happy, healthy and safe.’
As a postscript to the Guardian article, two letters appeared in the same newspaper on February
16th responding to the article. One suggested a review of the holiday pattern overall whilst the
second indicting the way arts companies, theatres, sports clubs, outdoor education centres etc.
should be used by the government to provide educational opportunities after lockdown ends.
At the moment there is no way of knowing what government plan to do to ease the way back to
whatever is seen as normal after the pandemic. One of our responders suggested a full review of
assessment procedures was one way of moving forward.
It is to be hoped that the government will review the changes, which have been forced by the
pandemic to look at a wide range of issues and take some important steps, which will reduce further
the pressures on pupils and young people.
In their responses to this Newsletter, many colleagues spoke of how they had developed wider
aspects to their curriculum provision during this lockdown. ‘Wellness Wednesday’ project days,
‘feelgood days’ and times when children are not working from screens, have all been noted.
In Newsletter 3 we had a contribution from our colleague Kathryn Solly who provide a powerful
rationale for Outdoor Play and Learning. Our good friend, Will Ryan, has provided another
perspective on the value and importance of outdoor learning.

Not all Classrooms have Walls
Contribution by Will Ryan, consultant and author

Our Society has a problem. Growing up in the twenty first century has never been more difficult.
Mental health issues are more common than ever before. The pressure of achieving success in
school is intense. The childhood years are becoming squeezed. Mobile phones outsell board games
at Christmas for children at age 8. Young people are continuously exposed to mixed messages.
Obesity levels are on the rise and yet children are constantly exposed to advertisements for fast
food. Children are criticised for spending time indoors in front of computer and television screens
whilst being exposed to on-line learning. A bigger question might be… are children welcome
outdoors?

A North Yorkshire school which has been on the same site for 100 years banned afternoon playtimes
because neighbours complained about the noise.
One local council received opposition to putting basketball posts into a park because they feared it
would attract children.
Northumbria police were called out following complaints about a group of girls building a den in the
woods.

All of this has consequences. Doctor Richard Louv in his book ‘Last Child in the Woods’ argues that
children are spending too much time indoors and are potentially growing up with nature deficiency
disorder. A survey for the TV Channel Eden of how much time children spent outdoors in 2010
indicated that between a quarter and half of all children believed that cows hibernated in winter, grey
squirrels are native to the United Kingdom, conkers came from, oak or maybe beech or possibly fir
trees. The survey argued that it was not really the fault of the youngsters because 64% of the children
surveyed played outside less than once a week. Additionally, 28% of them had not been on a country
walk within the last year and 20% had never climbed a tree.
Michael Gove once wrote in the Times Newspaper that he was a traditionalist as far as education was
concerned. He believed that children learned best sat in rows learning the kings and queens of England
and reciting poetry. Around the same time Ofsted were giving a contrasting view. Their survey 070291
reported that memorable experiences led to memorable learning and learning outdoors added value.
As a primary practitioner with so many years of experience I remain passionate about all primary
aged pupils learning outdoors. This approach should not be the sole domain of early years. In my last
book ‘Dare to be Different: A leadership fable about transformational change in schools’ I identified
33 things that children should routinely do outdoors. As space is restricted in this article here are just
five of them
Let the children watch the sunrise or the sunset together.
Examine those hidden environments under rocks or bark
Adopt a local footpath and ensure the children walk it in all four seasons, drinking in the changes
through the use of their senses
Get the children to make their own nature videos
Ensure the children regularly sketch outdoors.
Today many schools have invested cash into their own outdoor environment in order to enhance
learning opportunities. Others have joined the Forest School programme. Such steps are brilliant, but
not essential. The area surrounding your school is the greatest text book you possess. Children need to
be exposed to both the natural and man- made environment. They should experience both what is
beautiful and what is ugly. Charles Dickens used to walk around 12 miles a day through the streets

of London and then use his senses to create truly powerful story settings. Unlike Michael Gove he
considered that great writing didn’t start behind a desk but within a location.
Over recent times I have been working
within a fabulous school in Cheshire. At
the start of lockdown, when just the
essential worker’s children in attendance,
they decided to pause the clock, stop, think
and then experiment. This included
taking more learning outdoors. Every 3-4
weeks a golden quest arrived at the school
for the children. These were always
provided by an external person with
specific expertise. An expert in natural
sciences challenged the children to create
a nature trail around the school. A local
author challenged the learners to use a
part of their locality to explore and then
The author at work with pupils during a live training
use powerful language structures to
Session, using the school grounds to create a story.
create a story setting.
However, my
favourite came in early December when
the children arrived to find a donkey on the school field carrying the quest around his neck asking the
pupils to find out more about the Christmas story and also research the work of the local donkey
sanctuary.

Teachers at work during an inset session exploring the power of learning outdoor. Further
information relating to this article can be obtained from Neil Short at NASS.
Footnote
Neil accompanied Will when he led an interactive in-service day at a small school in Lincolnshire
where outdoor environment was the focus for a whole range of activities. These have
subsequently been incorporated into the school curriculum.

In other news:
We at NASS are always looking to find ways to communicate with members and colleagues across
the country. Many of you follow us on Twitter - @NASmallSchs and we enjoy the opportunities this
allows us to publicise event, thoughts etc.
Two colleagues – Clair Bills and Julie Kelly wish to give details about a ‘chat group’ designed to take
these conversations further.

Small Schools Chat group on Twitter
The small schools twitter chat started after I tweeted at the start of the pandemic trying to connect
other small school heads to share their plans, risk assessments as we headed into the pandemic and
lockdown 1. I was delighted to have so many school leaders respond and it evolved naturally into
a group. This group has a wealth of experience, which for a new head, was invaluable. My hope is
it continues to support those in small schools across the country even beyond the pandemic as we
learn from each other and share the unique privileges and challenges of leading small schools.
This group had been extremely useful and it’s great to know that other heads of small schools are
experiencing the same dilemmas/problems. From catching up on or making sense of DfE directives
to discussing provision for FSM and mixed class teaching, it is invaluable.
We are headteachers in varying sizes of small schools all over the country, supporting each other
and making contact during the difficult time, when it is so easy to feel isolated in a small rural
school.
If you would like to be included, please follow @clairebills on twitter and she will add you to the
group.

